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Abstract: Understanding emotions is necessary to analyse underlying motivations, values and drivers for behaviours. In landscapes that are rapidly changing, for example, due to land conversion for intensive agriculture, a sense of powerlessness of the inhabitants can be common, which may negatively influence their emotional bond to the landscape they are living in. To uncover varied emotional responses towards landscape change we used an innovative approach that combined transdisciplinary and artistic research in an intensively farmed landscape in Germany. In this project, we focused on the topic of favourite places in public spaces, and how change in such places was experienced. Drawing on workshops and interviews, we identified themes of externally driven societal and internal personal influences on the public favourite places. “Resilient” emotional responses towards landscape change showed a will to integrate the modifications, while “non-resilient” responses were characterised by frustration and despair. We argue that identifying emotions towards change can be valuable to strengthen adaptive capacity and to foster sustainability.
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1. Introduction

Scholars and laypersons alike increasingly express discomfort with an ever accelerating growth-based economy and the resulting global environmental changes [1–3]. The current economic system with its premise of unlimited growth can cause conflicts with values held by individuals [4,5]. For example, food production is increasingly fragmented, with consumers geographically removed from the products and sites of production [6], leading to a sense of “food from nowhere” [7]. The social and ecological impacts of food production and exchange are rendered invisible to consumers, and can also be alienating for those experiencing industrialized food productions in their home landscapes [6]. This sense of alienation can stem from different normative standpoints on how the land should be used (instead) [8].

Landscape change can be vast and rapid, such as in the Chaco region in South America which is subject to the highest rate of land clearing in the world [9]. Elsewhere landscape change has been more gradual. For example, the use of agricultural land in Lower Saxony, Germany, where our study area is situated, is increasingly intensified. Here, maize cultivation increased from ~11% of the total agriculturally used land in Lower Saxony to ~21% in 2016 [10,11]. Other widespread contemporary changes in landscapes include changes in social composition (e.g., in traditional cultural landscapes where smallholder farming is being lost) [12], changes in the landscape horizon (e.g., through wind parks, deforestation or re-forestation [13]), and widespread losses in biodiversity [14].

Generating a better understanding of how landscape change influences the emotional worlds of inhabitants can be important as a first step to highlight possible intervention points to strengthen
adaptive capacity and foster sustainability by helping inhabitants to navigate change. Emotional responses to change have been surveyed regarding education (see overview in Reference [15]), yet mostly lacking in landscape studies. Hence, in our study, we aimed to (i) uncover emotional responses of inhabitants to landscape change; and (ii) elicit areas of intervention to empower local communities. We show that while not always conscious, reactions towards landscape change are often intense and vary from resilient responses that aim to incorporate the new reality, to non-resilient reactions of retreat and despair. Resilience, in this context, refers to the ability of a social-ecological system with its inhabitants to maintain its essential functions, including the capacity to adapt to future changes [16].

While most efforts to combat detrimental environmental changes have focused on changing specific parameters (e.g., the rate of land clearing) or relationships between parameters (e.g., increasing fines to prevent illegal land clearing), this often has not fundamentally changed the trajectories of the systems [17]. Addressing more deeply rooted causes of unsustainability, in contrast, is more difficult to do but may hold greater potential for system transformation [18]. This broad perspective, in turn, dictates that a diversity of approaches to knowledge production is embraced. Suitable approaches need to be able to take into account normative aspects, inequalities, politics and power asymmetries and work more directly across the interface of science and practice [19].

Against this background, in this paper, we explore issues of landscape change and people’s emotional responses towards it through engaging with art-based research called social land art within a transdisciplinary case study [20] in the district of Oldenburg, Germany. Social land art links art, society and science and builds on a strong notion of participation [21,22] that in this study was fostered through intensive workshop settings that included discussion and the creation of art itself.

Following an explanation of the study site, we outline the transdisciplinary research approach including the involvement of a network of artists, and we describe our methods of data collection and analysis. We then present the results, showing how emotions towards landscape change were expressed. The paper concludes with a discussion that highlights the importance of understanding emotional responses as potential intervention points for sustainability transformation.

2. Methodological Approach

2.1. Study Site

The district of Oldenburg (Landkreis Oldenburg) is located to the South-East of the city of Oldenburg (approximately 175,000 inhabitants [10]) in the mid-western part of Lower Saxony, Germany. The district covers approximately 100,000 ha, of which two-thirds are used agriculturally, predominantly as cropland. The percentage of maize (silage and grain maize) grew from 18% in 1996 to 32% in 2015 [11].

Our study was part of a transdisciplinary collaboration [21] with the artecology_network, a German-wide collective of artists. In the district of Oldenburg, the involved artists seek to create awareness and possible solutions for land-use and nature conservation through close interaction with local actors.

2.2. Material and Methods

Our study was based on a close collaboration between an artist and an academic researcher on the topic of favourite places in public spaces. The art form used by the artist was social land art which sees itself as a link between art, society and science and entails a strong notion of participation [21]. The process of data collection was based on previous art workshops conducted by the artist. Problem framing and research questions were developed in close collaboration between the researcher and the artist. To address the overarching goal of uncovering emotional responses towards landscape change, the collection of empirical data followed a participatory qualitative research approach (Figure 1). Data was collected by the academic researcher in a setting organized by the artist. The project was structured as follows: Workshops were the core of the interactions starting with two-days in August 2017, one-day
in September 2017, and a one-day closing workshop in February 2018. Between September 2017 and February 2018 all participants (excluding the artist) worked with and created art in their favourite public places (Figure 1, Figure A1 in Appendix A), which were visited and discussed on site at the closing workshop afterwards.

![Figure 1. Overview of the data collected in 2017/2018, data analysis and structure of results.](image)

The workshops included crafting and design sessions led and supported by the artist on topics such as the influence of their own artwork on places through various artistic expressions ([23], Figure 1, Figure A1). Action focused sessions, evolving around practical art installations done by the participants, alternated with reflective sessions. Haptic and sensual experiences with natural objects and processes of art creation in trial and error fashion (colour, pattern, structure, strong and light restructuring of the place) were the focus of the artist-led active session parts. Reflections focused on participants’ meanings of nature, descriptions of their favourite places and their relations to and influences on them, which was led either by the artist or the academic researcher.

Participants were able to register without charge for the project, which was advertised through local news media, resulting in eight participants (three male, five female) including the artist and the researcher. Participants shared an affinity towards art and stated a high importance of nature in their lives, which was reflected in their professions or hobbies. Further participants were residents of the area and some were acquainted with each other.

Drawing on these workshops, the following data was collected by the researcher: (i) audio recordings (8.4 h of group discussions), (ii) participant observations, and (iii) qualitative workshop data such as mapping of concerns and an iceberg model [24,25]. Another 17 additional interviews on nature connectedness in one commune in the district of Oldenburg with local experts and informed laypersons knowledgeable of the landscape were conducted to complement the data. Those interviews were conducted simultaneously for a separate international study by the first author. Those interviews were collected using problem-centred interviews with a semi-structured interview guideline [26]. The guideline included sections on interviewees’ human-nature connectedness and their experience of landscape change that happened in the last decades and, how these influenced interviewees’ lives. We interviewed a diversity of informed laypersons and experts who we expected to be connected to a given landscape (e.g., farmers, foresters, policymakers, long-term inhabitants, priests) and...
used snowball sampling to reach possible interview partners and cover contrasting opinions [26]. The interviews had an average length of 75 min and were held in German by the first author. In this paper the results from parts of the interviews were included in the data analysis of this study, to have a more informed overview of occurring landscape changes and to contextualize statements of the participants.

Data used in the paper were analysed based on a modified thematic analysis [27]. The modified thematic analysis aimed at identifying patterns of meaning across the whole dataset, combining multiple forms of data (recordings, observations, qualitative workshop data, and interviews). We identified patterns (societal influences on favourite places; personal influences; spectrum of “resilient” responses to those) through a process of inductive data coding and structuring (comparable to Reference [28]) and pattern development and revision. This approach entailed a close discussion with the artist about observations and preliminary results after the workshops and in the data analysing process. This implicated iterations between an inductive development of patterns and data generation in workshops to allow for the identification of underlying meanings and continuous refinement of themes. Furthermore, preliminary results were used in the preparation of the next meeting to highlight questions or fill in existing gaps in the data. For example, after the first workshop, the researcher noted a gap between the emotional depth which was achieved by the art and the explanation of what triggered those emotions. Hence, the iceberg model was used to express underlying drivers of emotions in words and speech. The iceberg model exercise created a strong impact on the participants and hence was referred to by them in later workshops.

3. Results

Results of the workshops ranged from art installations that were created by the participants at their favourite places and discussions around art and favourite places during the workshops. The art was defined by the artist as social land art, as a dialogue between art, society and science. Social land art is strongly process-based, thus neither the art installations nor photographs thereof constitute the final outcome (Figure 1, Figure A1). We like to stress that the following results are mainly based on an analysis of qualitative data that has been generated in a transdisciplinary process in close collaboration between artists and an academic researcher. However, it is not an evaluation of the process and results of the artistic-research process of social land art. Yet, with its data analysis, it aims to bridge the gap between the haptic, emotional and creative experiences created by the artist in the workshops with the cognitive exercises and statements usually used in academic research. Other visible results of the art project can be found elsewhere (www.naturarte-wernerhenkel.de, Lieblingsplätze poetische Orte in der Natur, [23]).

In the first section of the results, we will present societal influences, such as changes by the landowners and changes in the surrounding landscape which changed the atmosphere of the favourite places of the participants and their responses towards it. In the second section, we will elaborate on the influence the participants felt they had on their favourite places and nature in general, and how they responded to their felt influence.

3.1. Societal Influences

Unlike favourite places on private property, favourite places in public spaces can be highly influenced by structural, societal landscape changes, as well as other individuals. Such influences can often neither be stopped nor reversed. In extreme cases, landowners or visitors can alter a public favourite place detrimentally, and such changes by individuals can be an indicator of broader systemic influences: “My favourite tree has been cut down. I thought: This cannot be true. They cannot cut this one here!” In this case, even though the participant tried to get hold of the responsible person because the tree had been cut illegally to expand agricultural land “[…] the big beautiful tree, which I loved, was of course gone.”
Even when a public favourite place itself is not changing directly, the surrounding landscape can be subject to intense changes, negatively affecting the participant’s attachment to and atmosphere of the favourite place. General landscape changes such as intensification of agricultural land, manifested, for example in an expansion of maize fields, newly built biogas plants, animal stalls, or wind turbines that are visible in the distance. Increased infrastructure, such as more and better roads and more traffic also changed the atmosphere of favoured places. The atmosphere might also be changed more subliminally by the smell of industrial animal husbandry, by changing plant species composition, or by slow environmental changes such as climate change: “... the biggest problem I see today is the nitrate problem. Ammonia. In the last around 20 or 25 years, the increase of nitrate-loving plants took on a dramatic scale. That did not exist before.”

Response from Participants

In response to such collective influences, participants expressed concerns for themselves and their favourite places. One concern was expressed as the fear that in an intensively used landscape space for solitude vanishes. A safe haven for retreat, reconciliation and recreation was deemed as very important for interviewees’ health. Further, participants stated that nature, in general, loses its magic and wonder. The time it can take to be able to fully relax at a place can be long, and frequent disturbances might prevent a feeling of rest. Another concern was: “What is left of nature?” This was posed especially in the summer months in which maize stands high across the fields. This concern was blended with a perceived threat to the survival of humans and other species, because “we cannot live without nature.”

In the discussions, participants expressed a range of responses to external influences on their public favourite places. At one end of the spectrum was a “resilient” response: becoming aware of the impacts of externally driven change on natural health, and of the landscape changes, within the microcosm of a given small favourite place. This type of response encouraged working with the changes, incorporating them and evolving resiliently with an equal amount of nature connectedness and attachment in the new conditions. Participants with this response felt a sense of responsibility to enter into a public dialogue to change their own and others’ perspectives. At the other end of the spectrum was a “non-resilient” response: a sense of frustration and emotional and experiential detachment from the place. Feelings such as sadness, despair and apathy were expressed due to a sense of responsibility for a place but a lack of agency. “The facts are just created, and then it is destroyed. And you are standing there and you are thinking: yeah. And now it is broken, what should I do now?”

3.2. Personal Influences

Apart from externally driven, societal influences, participants expressed concerns regarding their own influences on their public favourite places and nature in general. Those reflections covered day-to-day interactions with nature as well as the effects of their own artwork. Reflections on personal influences included an outright fear to disturb the atmosphere of the favourite place even through small scale artistic impacts. “My greatest threshold now is the concern, an inner resistance, to intervene in this place. To change something. To have a presence there.” Participants were concerned they were a disturbing factor in an otherwise peaceful and stable place. Simultaneously, they were painfully aware that every action in one’s life has an unavoidable influence on nature locally and globally. “This awareness, I called it realist-schizophrenia of my modern life. Because I know, even though as a gardener I work the whole time in and with nature, and teach permaculture etc. [...] and my intention is there. Yet, I still drive the car every day, shop in the supermarkets and I know all those chains and connections. [...] but we are entangled in this system.”

Responses from Participants

A non-resilient response to such concerns was discussed as descending into a downward spiral of blame, anger or despair regarding one’s own negative influence and incapacity to counteract detrimental influences on nature. “[...] a great, deep, fundamental pain, grief. Despair. Helplessness.
Or often again a bewilderment about this state of semi-sleep—to just continue in this form of existence.”

A more resilient response was a discourse on transcending this dichotomy between the inconsequential and hypocritical unsustainable every-day behaviour and the ideal state of a sustainable and careful treatment of nature.

In a different theme, participants argued that a favourite place in a public space was artificially created and had to be maintained, for example through eliminating weeds, unorderly branches or unsightly shrubs. If the place was left unmanaged, the place could no longer convey a sense of belonging and connection. According to this discourse, managed land was beautiful, because this reflects effort and work put into it. Yet, within the same discourse participants also expressed concern regarding the intensification of use as well as overuse, especially with regard to agricultural practices. A suggested possible response was to acknowledge the plurality and diversities held and established by multiple persons, land use practices and demands on land. It was proposed to create a holistic self-awareness that is cognizant that the intensification of nature is driven by external land use intensification as well as by one’s own (increasing) utilitarian values.

By the end of the workshop’s most intensive session, there was a proposition for a general solution. Participants agreed to not look for the maximum efficiency of a piece of land through a focus on agricultural yields or revenues. Instead, participants argued for an “overall optimal” and holistic use that acknowledges diversity. This entailed making room for non-use while acknowledging the need to use land without guilt or blame. This required “harmonies next to each other”, that is, ways to navigate and compromise between nature conservation, recreation, food and energy production.

4. Discussion

Due to the haptic, creative and conceptual approaches combined in the long-term artistic expression through-out and between the workshops this art project was able to uncover honest and often underlying emotions of the participants. As the focus of this project was not on the cognitive expression of problems or based on formal or scientific knowledge surrounding those, participants were free to use their senses and creativity to express themselves through physical manifestations of their feelings, before translating it together with the group into words. Both social land art and transdisciplinary research emphasise that research takes place not just for, but with people [22] hence both approaches helped to enable closer collaboration between art and science. The project idea and process was based on previous work done by the artist, the research problem and question were developed in close cooperation between the researcher and artist. This close cooperation led to questions such as: What is scientific data? or How can art and science be combined? What are the genuine qualities of the approaches? These questions were addressed by the artist and researcher in their transdisciplinary process. This approach shows novel ways to generate knowledge and suggests ways to combine artistic and academic approaches to uncover emotional responses to landscape change.

Our findings suggest that bringing in artistic research practices into transdisciplinary research can be helpful to uncover a deep emotional connection to landscapes, benefitting from the fact that art can be a catalyst for human emotions (“elicitation of aesthetical emotional meanings” [29]). We are convinced that the depth and honesty of complex (and contradictory) emotions and their connections to nature could not have been elicited with conventional research methods. Working artistically proved to be a way of helping participants understand and address their own problems through democratized research that incorporates a diversity of knowledge forms [30,31]. Additionally, the artistic process required active involvement by participants to go out into nature and observe, create and change natural places. By appreciating different forms of knowing and acting, and using dialogical ways to explore these, complexity, uncertainties and disputed values of various different actors involved can be made explicit [16,19].

Our study showed deep-rooted attachment to and care for nature in general, as well as for specific public places. Externally driven, rapid landscape changes influenced participants’ own involvement and responsibility towards ‘their’ landscapes. Moreover, participants also scrutinized their own
influence on nature and their favourite places. The results showed a spectrum of concerns and responses that highlight the complexity of emotions that are rarely uncovered by conventional research methods. In general, emotions can fulfil a central functional role in the cognitive processes and can have a strong effect on peoples’ behaviour [29,30]. Emotions can be understood as a filter through which factual knowledge is understood. They are influenced by needs and goals and linked to behaviour and decision making [29,30]. We postulate the importance to recognize emotions regarding sustainability and tap into them, for the full potential for transformational change. Assessing emotions or emotional affinity to nature, however, is difficult, shown through a debate about cognitive concepts that focus on individual beliefs and measure connectedness to nature as a cognitive concept instead of an emotional one [29,31]. However, emotions are seen as an approach to avoid a division between cognitive and affective processes [32]. Both can be drivers for change, yet deep emotional motivations and reasoning are complex and often not shown in public. Moreover, culture, individual maturity and education are closely intertwined with emotional reactions [33].

The district of Oldenburg provided many examples of a cultural landscape under change. Reactions towards change can be immediate, such as a burst of anger and frustration. In contrast, they can also be more implicit, such as an undirected feeling of helplessness or fear of one’s own ignorance and apathy, which are only uncovered through contemplation. The precise nature of reaction to changes in the “natural world” is strongly influenced by personal understandings of what nature is or ought to be. For example, responses towards landscape changes may vary if nature is understood as a cultural landscape that includes the human component. In contrast to an understanding of a pristine, untouched wilderness [34], our results suggested that our participants in the district of Oldenburg understood nature as being dominated by humans. While we observed a spectrum ranging from the need of strong human management to a non-intrusive, cautious, empathy-driven approach to nature, both extremes are symptomatic of a perceived human-nature divide. Such a divide is seen probably particularly in heavily managed landscapes [35], which call for active management approaches to produce high revenue or alternatively, require active efforts to remediate environmental damages. Our approach clearly uncovered discomfort and underlying disagreement with the current landscape trajectory. Participants acknowledged that various parameters characterizing the landscape indicate increasing unsustainability, and recognized reinforcing feedbacks around profitability and land use intensity. Participants perceived landscape changes as an uncontrollable force driven by uneven power dynamics, especially when they felt emotionally and cognitively attached to the places under change. Thus, perceived landscape changes are related to people’s feeling of belonging and attachment to places [32,36]. A perception of powerlessness, in turn, appeared to erode a sense of agency and empowerment, thereby undermining the motivation of local people to try to transform the system they feel uncomfortable with [2,37]. This raises questions about the differentiation between public and private spaces and in how far they allow for active participation and decision-making. Especially, when the emotional qualities for public places are often not considered when it comes to planning decisions. Deprivation of agency and a resulting disconnectedness could lead to apathy, disengagement and reluctance to engage emotionally and politically. In stark contrast, for some individuals, distress could foster active engagement, be it through changes in individuals’ personal behaviour or through raising awareness and encouraging political engagement [38,39]. In yet other instances, emotional distress, in combination with feelings of urgency and helplessness can have adverse effects in the form of scapegoating those perceived to drive landscape changes, especially as emotional reactions often remain unconscious.

Based on our analysis, we see the following possible realms of leverage for improving the sustainability of the Oldenburg district: (1) Fostering collective knowledge generation to enable information flow and exchange can create mutual empathy and understanding, and thus prevent slipping into an unconstructive blame game. (2) The motivation and engagement arising from emotional discomfort could be made transparent in order to actively foster local transformational change as seen by the actors involved. (3) Meaningful participatory processes also would be favourable
to stop a spiral of disengagement and apathy by strengthening information flow, creating knowledge and a sense of agency [40]. There is a clear need for transformative change that permeates the whole social system—from the emotions of individuals to attitudes of social groups, and ultimately to societal structures and processes [2].

5. Conclusions

We investigated emotional responses to landscape change, especially by agricultural intensification, through a transdisciplinary collaboration involving artistic research. We unveiled widespread subliminal discomfort with the current economic system. Participants expressed a spectrum of emotional responses, ranging from “resilient” incorporation of changes to “non-resilient” reactions such as frustration and despair. We understand emotions as being a lever for change, and our results highlight the necessity to more deeply engage with emotional responses to landscape change. This is important, we argue, because emotional responses are crucial regarding realms of leverage, such as (1) fostering dialogue and collective knowledge generation, (2) using a sense of discomfort as a motivational source for transformation, and (3) stopping a spiral of disengagement through meaningful participatory processes. This will include confronting issues of agency and participation regarding land-owners, land-users and regulating bodies. Normative attitudes of many actors may wish for a transformational shift, but the feeling of helplessness and inability to change the economic and political systems undermine their ability to actually work towards transformation. In a social and ecological system that feels uncontrollable and that is, for many, heading in a highly problematic direction, a sense of agency among those affected is crucial. We encourage applying innovative and unconventional research approaches that allow for exploring different ways of knowing and acting, such as transdisciplinary or artistic research, to identify and enable interventions towards a sustainability transformation.
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Appendix A

**Figure A1.** Explanation of some of the art (exemplified but not captured by the pictures below). The art is not captured in the pictures and confusion with art in a conventional sense should be avoided (neither the picture itself is art, nor the art on the picture is a good representation of what the “art” was). Description of some of the installations seen below can be found at [https://leveragepoints.org/2018/05/21/lieblingsplatze-poetische-orte-in-der-natur/](https://leveragepoints.org/2018/05/21/lieblingsplatze-poetische-orte-in-der-natur/).
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